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Many materials such as paint, human skin, egg shell and paper are turbid materials which scatter light strongly. If
coherent light is transmitted through such materials, a speckle pattern is formed. Here, we demonstrate that light
is focused to a bright spot after such a material by selectively blocking parts of the light wave entering the material.
By this method, it is possible to utilize fast, MEMS-based binary amplitude modulators for wavefront shaping. This
method could prove useful for applications in medical imaging.
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Emout :Electric field at the output channel “m”.
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Enin :Electric field at the input channel “n”.
n
tmn :Transmission matrix element that couples input channel “n” to output channel “m”
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each time a wavefront optimized for the sample configuration
is sent to the sample.

: Ensemble averaged intensity inside the target area while the
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wavefront obtained after optimization is sent to changed
configuration of the sample.
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CONCLUSIONS
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We have demonstrated focusing light through a strongly
scattering material by blocking part of the light field entering
the sample.
The intensity of light at the target position is enhanced by a
factor of ~60 when SLM is divided into ~600 segments.
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CREATING THE SPOT
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